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RACHEL FREEDENBERG, TREELINE, INC. DIVISION MANAGER,  

WINS THE BULLSEYE RISING STAR AWARD IN SALES AND RECRUITING   

 

Wakefield, MA – June 9, 2017 – Bullhorn honored finalists for the Bullseye Awards For Staffing 

Innovation at their Engage 2017 conference. Rachel Freedenberg, Treeline, Inc. Division Manager, Won 

the Rising Star Award in Sales and Recruiting. 

 

The Bullseye Awards, sponsored by ClearEdge Marketing and Bullhorn, honor the people and 

organizations in staffing who have transformed their businesses through innovation and excellence in 

sales, recruiting, operations, and technology.  

The Rising Star in Sales and Recruiting category recognizes a high-performing sales or recruiting 

professional with an incredible commitment to driving results for their agency, building strong client and 

candidate relationships, and prioritizing customer and candidate experience. Hundreds of nominations 

were submitted and 3 finalists were recognized in the category at the awards ceremony. 

 

“It’s an incredible honor to be recognized among so many industry leaders who are truly revolutionizing 

the recruiting industry,” stated Rachel Freedenberg, Division Manager at Treeline, Inc. “I am truly moved 

and want to thank Bullhorn for this award. I also want to congratulate all of the finalists, keep up the 

amazing work. And thank you to my Treeline, Inc. team for their unwavering support. I am grateful this 

honor and for being part of such an incredible company.” 

Treeline, Inc. is the nation’s #1 executive sales recruitment firm helping organizations grow their business 

and build world-class sales teams. Treeline is the developer of its own proprietary sales hiring technology 

solution that helps hiring managers recruit and hire top sales talent faster and with less cost. 

 

For more details regarding the Bullseye Awards for Staffing Innovation, visit the Engage 2017 website. 

  

      ### 

About Treeline Inc. 

Treeline is one of the fastest growing sales recruiting firms in the U.S. that has set out to revolutionize the 

industry. Treeline has built world-class methodologies and sales hiring technology to help companies 

grow their sales teams and revenue. To learn more about Treeline, Inc. call 781-876-8100 or visit 

www.treeline-inc.com. 
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